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Within site, sampling of 
adults and juveniles
in pairs of plots across 
Local Environment 
Gradients  (LEG)

TipTree project is financially supported by ANR, FORMAS 
and DLR through the ERANET-BiodivERsA 2011-2012 call.

Forests provide a multiple source of ecosystem services and well-being to human
populations. However, major impacts of climate and land-use changes are expected on
forests and trees, their keystone elements. Environmental tipping points may be
reached where tree populations collapse suddenly with irreversible effects on
ecosystem functioning.

Adaptive potential can nonetheless be high in trees: besides tracking their ecological
niche spatially through migration, tree populations could adapt to the ongoing climate
change (CC) in the short-term through individual physiological tolerance (plasticity),
and/or in the long term through evolutionary response to climate-induced selection.
However, observed and predicted rates of CC, far above past natural oscillations, raise
the issue of how quickly tree species can adapt to CC.

The goal of TipTree is to test whether there is enough genetic diversity and adaptive
potential at key functional traits for European and Tropical forests to survive CC.
Particularly, TipTree will measure and model whether adaptive traits can shift fast
enough via natural regeneration. Results from TipTree will be of utmost interest to
forest managers and policy makers, and will address a panel of local management
scenarios (targeting specific tree species in specific case studies) of generic interest .

: Sylvie Oddou-Muratorio (Project coordinator) sylvie.muratorio@avignon.inra.fr : http://www.tiptree-project.eu/
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Identify the adaptive challenges caused by CC along stress gradients and in 
marginal populations. ( )

Questions: Is there environmental tipping points, beyond which populations are predicted to decline? 
Which are the functional/life-history traits the most responsible for tree populations collapse?

Quantify how environmental change triggers adaptive response at ecological time 
scales in model forest systems ( )

Questions: For the target traits selected, what is the amount of genetic variation available in present 
adult tree populations and how is it transmitted, selected and expressed in present offspring?

Explore how within-species adaptive variation may lead to tipping points in the 
micro-evolutionary dynamics ( )

Questions:  Is there critical levels of genetic diversity below which populations collapse ? What are the 
traits limiting persistence at range when taking into account their evolutionary potential ?

Investigate what role human can play in adjusting the rate of evolutionary changes 
to the velocity of CC ( )

Questions: What is the impact of forest management options on the rate of micro-evolutionary 
response ? 

Number of sites Environmental gradient type

Species
Drought vs Low 

temperature
Drought vs Flooding/High 

Precipitation
Fire regime Fragmentation

Abies alba 7#

Eperua falcata 3
Fagus sylvatica 4#

Picea abies 3
Pinus halepensis 2 2

Quercus robur 3#

WP2-Modeling non-equilibrium population 
demographic and evolutionary dynamics 

and predicting the impact of CC
Task 1: identify environmental tipping points 

and key traits involved in demographic 
collapse

Task2: Simulate eco-evolutionary dynamics in 
response to CC and evolutionary tipping 

points

WP1– Micro-evolutionary potential of tree 
populations in response to CC
Task1: Evaluate gene diversity and infer of 
selection from population genomics
Task2: Evaluate phenotypic diversity, 
genotype-phenotype association and infer 
selection from quantitative genetics

WP3- Elaborating management scenarios 
and spreading knowledge
Task 1: Development of management 
scenarios for WP2 
Task 2:  Spreading of knowledge for public 
awareness, information sharing and 
background for policy making related to local 
adaption of forests under CC

We focus on Tsum (the sum of temperature required for budburst) which we consider
as the genetic basis of budburst date. We used an Individual-Based, Physio-Demo-
Genetic Model to simulate the evolution of Tsum during a 5-generations colonization
process along a mountain slope. Tsum is genetically variable among individuals, and
coded by 10 loci. Natural selection dynamically emerge from among-individual
differences in mortality and reproduction

A- Without evolution, no genetic
differentiation of Tsum occurs
and the altitudinal distribution of
Tsum after 5 generations (G5) is
that of G0.

B- With evolution, populations
evolve different Tsum-values at
different elevations . Differences
in degree day requirements can
be as high as 8°C at G5 (altitude
1200 m), corresponding to a start
of leaf unfolding 5 days earlier
than at G0. Local adaptation
allows F. sylvatica to expand at
low altitude, and to better
survive at medium altitude.
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905.4 m 1700 m 833.5 m 1700 m

A- Neutral scenario, without evolution B- Scenario with evolution 

We characterized adaptive genetic patterns and the selective environment of
Mediterranean A. alba populations at the local and landscape scales using candidate
gene (SNP), bio-climatic and common garden data.

A- We sampled ~45 trees from high (H) and low (L)
elevation plots at 4 mountains (Ventoux, Lure, Issole and
Vésubie) located along a 170 km transect. The populations
belong to the western, post-glacial recolonization lineage
that originates from a common refugium in Central Italy.

B- Environmental association analysis of candidate gene
SNPs and bio-climatic variables first suggests adaptation to
winter drought along an East-West gradient. Eight loci
were associated to winter drought. Their allele frequencies
showed an overall East- West cline. Two of them were non-
synonymous SNPs.

C- QST-FST tests based on common garden data also suggest
adaptive divergence for the coldest site. The provenance
from the coldest and most humid site (Lure) showed earlier
bud flush and slower growth.

Finally,  we also observed an isolation-by-environment pattern between high and low 
elevation plots for the outlier SNP loci, with three significant climatic components of the 
selective environment: drought, number of frost days and vapor pressure deficit

Sampling across species distribution ranges

Analysis of the effects of selection in different age classes (from adult to juveniles)  
and compilation of genetic variability data for adaptive traits across species.

Simulation of eco-evolutionary dynamics  under CC and under the adaptive 
management scenarios elaborated with our stakeholders.

Synthesis  (policy brief ) “Contribution of within-species diversity and evolution to 
the development of practical solutions for guiding better forest survival and regeneration 

under Global Change scenarios”
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